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Before the project began, collection box area in sad shape

After the project: a formal, robust spring box

Redwood Spring Box Installed at Castle Mine Spring
By Debbie Miller Marschke

SCBS has been working to improve the natural spring at the Castle Mine location for many years. Mining
ruins and a dilapidated cabin remain as evidence that this spring has a history of folks teasing out the precious
water from this location. There is always an overgrowth of vegetation at the spring which is proof positive that
the spring is active, even if the flow rate is minimal. Bighorn Sheep biologists have GPS data from collared
sheep in the mountain range that prove the Bighorn Sheep wander along the backbones of the ridges; occasionally
they visit this spring but they mainly depend on the big game guzzlers to the north of this location. Nevertheless,
each water location in a mountain range is crucial in the network of water sources available. SCBS crews have
dug out and cleared the guzzler intake Johnson screen several times on previous occasions which has been very
frustrating because a spring box had never been installed. The water seeps from the entrance of an old mine adit
in the side of a hill. The hill face and adit entrance are unstable, and thus dirt caves in and has buried the intake
system time and time again.
On the weekend of May 15-17, 2020, a modest SCBS strike force sought to make one final but meaningful
attempt to boost water output from Castle Mine spring. The plan was to dig down deeper than the previous crews
had, install a wood drinker box,
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and re-align the collection pipes to make certain that there was enough drop in elevation to ensure water flow.
The crew was determined that this would be the last time for this type of effort. Digging into the sidehill did not
leave much room for each person; in fact, only one person could pick or shovel at a time. The trench was narrow
and the walls of the sidehill rose up sharply. The crew still managed to place a shade canopy over the work site,
which was a great help in the heat of the day. Each person took turns using the pick and shovel. The other
members hustled moving the dirt away from the trench with buckets and wheelbarrows. No one was quite sure
all this effort was going to pay off. The dirt was moist with seepage but there was no observable water flow to
speak of. The time for springtime rains had long passed, the punishing summer had started and more heat was
on the way. The crew had to rely on the visual evidence, the cabin and vegetation, that there was still some
promise in reactivating the output. Meanwhile, back in camp, the redwood spring box was being constructed.
This was achieved one panel at a time using tools powered by a portable generator. When the trench was ready,
the panels were carried up the hill one at a time. The spring box was assembled piece by piece, with the Johnson
Screen and collection pipe centered in the bottom. The design of the spring box had to be tall enough to minimize
burial by cave-ins but making it tall meant it would be difficult to reach inside to clean out. One objective was to
construct a spring box that was large enough for a person to climb into, an investment in the future of the spring
so the box could be cleaned out if needed in the future. The final result was a very sturdy redwood box with a lid
that was robust enough to handle any cave ins and would withstand being buried. The previous intake pipe was
tested and a blockage was discovered and cleared. Disappointingly, the crew did not observe measurable water
flow when they departed the project site. There still was no water in the tank. Having patience and faith in
Mother Nature is sometimes the most challenging part of the job, especially when the hard work of the crew
should have been gratified immediately.
Thirty days after the project, the Castle Mine Spring Guzzler was revisited. We are happy to report that
the guzzler tank had collected 8 inches of water, that is approximately 500 gallons one drop at a time. With the
summer in full swing, the guzzler may not collect much during the heat of summer. Next spring season, it is
expected that the collection will result in filling the guzzler now that this spring has a proper collection box that
will withstand the test of time and erosion. Three cheers for the outstanding crew: Steve Marschke, Debbie
Miller Marschke, David M’Greene, Arioch M’Greene, Andres Ruetman, Stevan Hart, John Voght, Bill Norman,
Mike Morgan, Joe Priess, Bryan Cimarusti, Joseph Cimarusti, and Marty Ambrose.
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A custom redwood spring box was constructed on site.

Building it panel by panel.

Leaving the Desert Better Than We Found It
The SCBS crew that was headed back to Camp Cady from the Castle Mine Spring project seized an
opportunity to make a difference. There has been an old water tank lying discarded on the roadside of Kelbaker
Road for at least ten years. Presumably the junked tank was left next to the highway for collection by the next
CAL Trans road cleanup crew, but no action has been taken to remove this large unwieldly piece of junk. The
tank was formerly a reservoir from a water trailer (some call it a “water buffalo”) and is labeled USMC. Perhaps
it was a donation from the Marine Corps or other benefactor long ago. The top of the oblong tank had been cut
off haphazardly, repurposing the tank to be used as a wildlife watering station. Left abandoned on the side of the
road, it had been cast away and was now environmental pollution.

The modest crew received a big surprise when the attempt was made to lift it into SCBS’s Big Red truck.
The fiberglass half shell tank weighed about 500 pounds! There were no safe handholds on the curved sides. A
creative approach was needed. The tank rested in a shallow ditch. Using a winch cable attached to Joe Preiss’s
Jeep, the tank was stood up upon its end and coaxed up the side of the ditch. Big Red, driven by Mike Morgan,
was backed into position. Big Red’s side panels had been removed. It took a little jockeying,
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but finally Big Red was maneuvered into a perfect position. The winch cable was relaxed, lowering the tank upon
the bed of Big Red without the involvement of human hands. Joe moved his Jeep around to the other side of Big
Red where the winch cable was relocated. The junk tank was then pulled completely into the truck bed using the
winch with the help of the volunteer crew. It was an impressive display of determination and teamwork. Another
mission accomplished, and the crew was able to head home leaving the desert in a better condition than when
they arrived. ~~ by Debbie Miller Marschke

In Memoriam: Robert L. Vernoy (1926–2020)
Hunters and other conservationists familiar with the eastern Mojave Desert lost one of their strongest
supporters on March 7, 2020 with the passing of Robert L. Vernoy, retired California Department of Fish and
Game (CDFG) Wildlife Biologist. A California native and a veteran, Bob grew up in Cherry Valley before
serving in the Army Air Corps during World War II.
Bob was employed by CDFG for 41 years, and served in a variety of capacities in the deserts of
southeastern California prior to his retirement in 1989. He began his career in 1949 as a Game Conservation Aid
at CDFG's Imperial Waterfowl Management Area near the southeast corner of the Salton Sea, at a salary of
$180.00/month, and where he became a proficient heavy equipment operator. Bob also worked at the Brawley
Game Farm for 7 years before becoming manager of the Valley Center Game Farm in San Diego County. He
next transferred to the Chino Game Farm, and then spent several years at the Mojave River Hatchery, but returned
to the Chino Game Farm in 1965 to oversee the closure of that facility. Following closure of the Chino Game
Farm, Bob was assigned to a "pool" position, where he participated in a variety of wildlife management activities
throughout southern California, and during which he became heavily involved in mitigating the impacts of the
Santa Barbara oil spill in January and February of 1969.
In 1970, Bob promoted to Assistant Wildlife Manager-Biologist, and was assigned to the Desert Wildlife
Management Unit (DWMU) in San Bernardino County, where he established an office at his home in Victorville.
During the 20 years he held that position, he was an important contributor to the Department's efforts to ensure
water was available for all species of wildlife inhabiting the eastern Mojave Desert and, thereby, ensuring that
hunters would have access to high-quality opportunities to pursue Gambel's quail, chukar, mourning dove, and
other upland game, as well as mule deer and, eventually, bighorn sheep. Few individuals realize Bob's dedication
to maintaining the 350 wildlife water developments (often referred to as quail guzzlers) in the DWMU. In his
own words, though, he acknowledged, "I was only able to inspect or make repairs to these units about once every
other year."
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Bob also performed inspections and
maintained the many dozens of desert springs located
in the DWMU to ensure surface water was available
for all wildlife, and on which mule deer and bighorn
sheep were especially dependent. Add to these
activities the annual brood counts to assess quail and
chukar production, dove surveys, raptor surveys,
data collection and oversight of the mule deer
hunting season in eastern San Bernardino County
(now Zone D-17), participation in aerial surveys for
bighorn sheep, and the ever-increasing number of
environmental documents upon which
to review and comment, and he was one busy biologist. Zone D-17 has become well-known for producing large
mule deer and it has continued to produce animals that are among the largest taken in California each deer season,
a point that Bob was immensely proud of.
Bob's interest in data acquisition and his thoroughness in maintaining records, his presence in the field
talking and interacting with hunters throughout the upland game and deer seasons, and his close working
relationship with local wildlife protection personnel paved the way for increased hunter interest in, and
appreciation for, the eastern Mojave Desert. His area of responsibility included the majority of San Bernardino
County, and extended from the Riverside County line on the south to the Inyo County Line on the north, and from
the Los Angeles County line eastward to the Colorado River, and actually included a large portion of southeastern
Inyo County. Located within this vast region were the first two areas to be opened to the hunting of bighorn
sheep in California since 1878: Old Dad Peak and the Marble Mountains. To date, 7 of the 11 zones that have
been opened to bighorn sheep hunting are within what once was the DWMU.
Bob was the wildlife biologist for the DWMU when Dick Weaver conducted the only in-depth and
statewide assessment of bighorn sheep in California, and Bob lent his expertise and knowledge to assist in that
effort from 1970 to 1972. Following completion of that assessment and prior to Bob's retirement, a total of 21
wildlife water developments were constructed specifically to help conserve bighorn sheep within the DWMU.
During his time as the Unit Manager, Bob worked closely with personnel assigned to CDFG Federal Aid in
Wildlife Restoration Project W-26-D and members of the Society for the Conservation of Bighorn Sheep on each
of those projects. Construction of each bighorn sheep water development depended largely on volunteer labor
and provided hundreds of interested individuals with opportunities to be involved directly with bighorn sheep,
and likely resulted in many life-long commitments to conservation that, in all probability, would otherwise not
have occurred.
During the early 1980s and following development of several of those wildlife water sources, bighorn
sheep in the eastern Mojave Desert were the beneficiaries of increased interest within CDFG. Bob participated
in numerous helicopter surveys, and helped collect data that resulted in the reintroduction of bighorn sheep to the
Eagle Crags, Whipple Mountains, Argus Range, Sheephole Mountains, Bullion Mountains, and the northern
Bristol Mountains, as well augmentations of bighorn sheep populations in the Avawatz Range and Chuckwalla
Mountains. Bob was an integral part of, and an active participant in, those translocations, and ensured that
critically important tasks were carried out effectively and efficiently.
Bob also played a pivotal role in the conservation of bighorn sheep by serving as an observer in dozens of
aerial telemetry flights that otherwise would not have occurred, and participating in numerous helicopter surveys
upon which the program to reintroduce desert bighorn sheep to vacant ranges was based. Data gathered during
those flights also led to the opening of bighorn sheep hunting in California, and Bob was a primary author of
management plans for bighorn sheep populations at Old Dad Peak and the Marble Mountains that were required
by the state legislature; those plans remain current and are relied on each year. In addition, he prepared
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management plans for several other areas within the DWMU that eventually became bighorn sheep hunt zones.
Bob also was an important contributor to the annual Bighorn Sheep Hunter Clinic that bighorn sheep
hunters are required to attend, and he proposed the initial (1987) Hunter Clinic be held at CDFG's Camp Cady
Wildlife Area. That venture evolved into an annual event sponsored by the Society for the Conservation of
Bighorn Sheep, and was a tradition that lasted 25 years. Bob had management responsibility for the Camp Cady
Wildlife Area, and ensured the bunkhouse and associated facilities always were in top condition for the annual
hunter clinic, which was an in-depth and extensive affair that, following supper, extended well into the evening
and generally continued the following day. During those Hunter Clinics Bob and many other individuals—most
of whom volunteered their time—generously shared information on bighorn sheep occupying the hunt zones,
geography, hunting techniques, equipment, desert safety, taxidermy, photography, and regulations, and by far
exceeding the minimum requirements that had been specified by the state legislature.
Bob Vernoy understood the importance of habitat and the value of habitat management or enhancement
to assuring the availability of resources needed by all wildlife. He was a friend of hunters and other outdoorsmen,
and he fulfilled his role in conservation very capably. He was a quiet man, and did not have a penchant for
accolades. Following retirement, Bob was recognized by the Society for the Conservation of Bighorn Sheep with
the Bicket-Landells Award, named in honor of BLM Wildlife Biologist Jim Bicket and Helicopter Pilot Don
Landells who died while conducting a bighorn sheep survey at Clark Mountain on 6 October 1986; Bob had been
scheduled to join the survey crew on the morning of the accident.
The authors of this tribute both were assigned to Federal Aid Project W-26-D, and we had the privilege
of knowing and working with Bob Vernoy for many years. One of us eventually became Bob's supervisor, and
the other filled the position created by Bob's retirement. Bob was a kind and generous person, a dedicated
employee, a fine naturalist from whom we learned a great deal about the Mojave Desert, and an individual for
whom we, and many others that knew or worked with him, had the utmost respect. Collectively, desert wildlife
in general—and bighorn sheep in particular, along with California's sportsmen and the public in general, have
been the beneficiaries of Bob Vernoy's many contributions to wildlife conservation. Hopefully, his dedication
and efforts on behalf of wildlife will not be forgotten.—Written by VERNON C. BLEICH, CDFG (Retired),
Bismarck, North Dakota, and ANDREW M. PAULI, CDFG (Retired), Apple Valley, California.

In Memoriam: Cliff McDonald (Oct. 15, 1948 – Aug 19, 2020)
Cliff McDonald, well known
advocate and volunteer for the
Mojave Desert wildlife, passed
away after suffering a heart
attack on August 19, 2020. He
was a solid partner in the
conservation community and
was best known for his
leadership of Desert Drinkers 4
Wildlife (formerly Water for
Wildlife).Cliff was instrumental
in the restoration of 194 wildlife
drinkers / springs, mostly small
game drinkers in the East
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Mojave Desert. His group was dedicated and passionate, which earned Cliff accolades from the conservation
community, including being nominated as a finalist for the Field & Stream Hero of Conservation Award in 2015.
Cliff also was responsible for his leadership in the Mojave National Preserve Youth Quail Hunt, which sought to
educate a younger generation to be responsible sportsmen. Cliff was a relentless champion on the front lines for
wildlife when it came to any threats that would negatively impact desert water sources. The world will not be the
same without him; he was well respected and irreplaceable. Cliff is survived by his wife of 41 years, Toni, and
sons Matt and Josh. A Memorial service is planned - it’s by invitation only. Toni MacDonald would appreciate
cards sent to 10244 South Empire Rd, Mohave Valley AZ 86440.

Vermin Water Haul
By Debbie Miller Marschke

The Old Dad Mountain Range, located within the Mojave National Preserve, is home to a crucial herd of
desert Bighorn Sheep. Historically this mountain range was used to translocate bighorn to boost the genetic gene
pools for other isolated herds, but in the last few years this herd unit had become infected with the dreaded
mycoplasma ovipneumonia that is causing an alarming die off in Bighorn Sheep herds in the Southwest. There
are a few wildlife drinkers in the Old Dad range, so all of them are monitored closely by the Preserve, the
Department of Fish and Wildlife, and SCBS. The “Vermin” guzzler is part of the network, and it has depended
on the cooperative efforts of all interested organizations in recent years to keep it filled and available for the
Bighorn’s use. The Vermin guzzler has not been dependable lately to collect natural water. Its collection system
is comprised of a “check dam” in a bedrock drainage chute; cloudbursts that produce gully-washers used to top
off the tanks. Something is wrong. Perhaps this part of the mountain range has not been blessed with rainfall,
but after a few years of the same result it is suspected that the system has malfunctioned. Due to the guzzler’s
remote location in rugged terrain, diagnosing the problem has not been simple. The check dam has been dug out
and cleared, but we are still needing to haul water to it in the heat of the summer. We have not been able to test
the collection pipe system from the check dam to the tanks to see if there is a blockage. A temporary tank was
placed in a nearby canyon to supplement the available water, but the Bighorn were not interested in using it. It is
suspected that wild burros have been using the temporary tank; bighorn typically avoid water sources that are
occupied by burros.
On July 24 -26, 2020, a contingent of volunteers was assembled to assist the Mojave National Preserve in
filling the Vermin tanks by an organized water haul. On Friday, July 24, an advance crew caravanned to the
project site to deliver and stage equipment. With temperatures reaching 107 degrees, it was grueling work to hike
to the Vermin tanks and lay down the 1 ¾ inch fire hose to connect the guzzler tanks to the huge water bladder at
the pumping site. The volunteers connected 3000 feet of hose together, one length at a time. If this sounds like
an ambitious distance to be pumping water, you would be correct. It spanned over a half mile! It required a hike
with elevation gain over rugged terrain, carrying an awkward rolled fire hose in the searing heat. The volunteers
that shouldered this task were true heroes. Once the guzzler was connected to the water bladder (aka “pumpkin”)
the water hauling commenced. Volunteers that were camped near Baker, CA, began to caravan vehicles with 250
gallon water cubes to the site over the sandy two-track trail. The MNP provided a water tanker to fill the cubes
near Baker. Travel time from the water truck to the guzzler pumping area took over one hour. Once the vehicles
with full water cubes arrived, the water pump crew was ready for action. Three shade canopies had been placed
over the work area, which was a lifesaver and encouraged proper social distancing. Each water cube was emptied
using a pump and the water was added to the 3000 gallon pumpkin reservoir. Once the pumpkin had a large
dividend of water, it was time to push it up to the guzzler using a specialized gasoline powered high pressure
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water pump. Caravanning and water pumping continued on Saturday July 25. On Saturday at 1:30 pm, each of
the 3 tanks at the Vermin guzzler were 1/3 full. Vermin holds 6600 gallons, so after doing the math it was deduced
that something was not quite right. The guzzler should have been filled at that point in time. Our toughest
volunteers hiked in the blistering heat and inspected the fire hoses as the water was being pumped up.

Michael Graber and John Voght transferring water from cube

“Pumpkin” bladder – purchased with SCBS donations

To their surprise, a hose length of about 200 feet was misting the desert like a garden soaker hose. The local
goldfinches had already arrived and were having a blast in the mist. The crew was not sure if the hose was
designed that way (for fighting fires in a burning building) or if the hose was defective. It did not matter because
the result was the same; it was the wrong hose for this job and a loss of valuable water resources. It was vexing
to replace that section of the hose in the middle of the project because of the way the hose behaved when it was
time to switch it out. The water that streamed out was extremely hot, and the uncoupled hose ends tried to retreat.
David and Arioch M’Greene performed the switch and the crew was back in business. Water was brought in
continually until the end of the day when the guzzler had been filled to capacity. Clean up and equipment retrieval
was performed on Sunday morning. This meant that volunteers had to hike to the guzzler, uncouple the hoses,
roll them up, and pack them back. Special thanks to David M’Greene, Arioch M’Greene, Steve & Debbie
Marschke, and Michael Graber who spent the evening at the pump site and got an early start in the cooler hours
to retrieve and roll up all the hoses. Participants were: Scott Gibson (project leader), Mike Morgan (Big Red’s
driver) , John Voght, Steve Marschke, Debbie Miller Marschke, David M’Greene, Arioch M’Greene, Norm
Lopez, Bill Norman, Jeremy Nammaltk, Rick Alamguer, Rachel Alamguer, Monte Hammer, Marty Ambrose,
Michael Graber, Hank Stephens, Don Moore, Connor Weber, Doug Appel, David Hess, Matthew Hess, Mike
Kennard, Cindy Brickner, John Burnham, Neal Darby (NPS), Misumi Ogawa (NPS), Aren Calton (NPS), and
Andrew Joyce, (DFW). Of note, there have been inquiries about how “Vermin” received it’s name. Many moons
ago when guzzlers were receiving names, they often were named after notable personalities involved in Sheep
work. Apparently, Vern Bleich earned the nickname “Vermin” back in the day from his peers, tongue in cheek.
It’s named after Vern! ~~ D. M. M.

Bear Claw Big Game Guzzler Needs a Permanent Solution
The Bear Claw (temporary) Wildlife Drinker was installed several years ago in the Sheep Hole Mountains
Wilderness when a dry spell at the permanent Bear Claw (SB31) BGG installation prevented the system from
collecting effectively. The original system still has the ability to collect natural precipitation, but it is so inefficient
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that the system is consistently dry when the animals need it the most. Hasty repairs were made to the permanent
Bear Claw guzzler deep in the mountain wilderness, but it is impossible to haul water to refill the tanks. An
emergency solution was devised to prevent an interruption in the availability of dependable water in this
ecological zone. Several years ago Society for the Conservation of Bighorn Sheep volunteers were able place a
temporary alternative Bear Claw tank within a mile of the permanent installation to provide the sheep with the
water they would need to make it through the hot summer months. Due to the fact that the temporary Bear Claw
drinker does not have its own rainwater collection system, it must be manually filled by hauling water via 4x4
trucks at least once a year. This year, SCBS was able to haul 1000 gallons to the temporary tank on March 29,
2020. There was evidence of recent sheep activity (“sheep sign”) at the time of that water haul. A trail camera
was placed at the drinker, dozens of desert bighorn were recorded, before the camera went “off-line” on May 9 th,
2020.

Young rams visiting the Bear Claw (temporary) drinker. SCBS Trail Camera photo taken April 30, 2020.

A routine inspection and 275-gallon water haul to the Bear Claw (temporary) drinker was made on August 21,
2020. It should be noted the temporary tank does not have a satellite monitoring system. During inspection, it
was found that the 2300 gallon water tank and mechanical drinker box were empty. Water was quickly gravity
fed from the truck’s tank, and the drinker box quickly began to refill with precious water. Unfortunately, a
mechanical failure in the float-controlled drinker box was found. The failure must have occurred at some point
after the trail camera went off-line on May 9th. The float valve mechanism had failed and a spare was not on
hand. A repair trip and water haul were made on Sunday, August 23, 2020. Steve Marschke, Connor Weber and
Scott Gibson from SCBS hauled another 275-gallons of water and replaced the float valve. Steve and Connor
bravely jumped inside the tank to replace a vertical support that had fallen out of place. ~~ Scott Gibson

100 feet of hose is stretched to fill the 2300 gal. tank

Steve Marschke and Connor Weber inside tank, resetting vertical riser
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Drinker box float valve (taken out for repair)

Repaired drinker box, with bee rock in place so bees won’t drown

New Member Profile – Meet Monte Hammer
SCBS would like to thank and welcome Monte Hammer to the Sheep Society family. Monte is one of
our newer “Area Captains” and is taking over the “Coxcomb Adit” and “Little Fargo Drinker” located in and
adjacent to the Joshua Tree National Park. While new, Monte is already a veteran of several SCBS projects.
Monte Hammer found out about SCBS from Facebook post on the “Explorers of the Mojave Desert” group’s
page. Monte is a retired Construction Inspector from Caltrans, some of his hobbies include hiking, photography
and exploring California’s deserts and wild places. Monte also has a long history of volunteering and giving, he
often volunteers at his local food bank and the “Fire Memories Museum”. Monte’s first volunteer project with
SCBS involved the “Old Dad Peak drinker replacement project” in the Mojave National Preserve. Monte was
part of the “Day 1” hike crew that carried heavy supplies up to the work area. Days 2 and 3, Monte volunteered
to help with rigging loads in and out of the work site via helicopter. Most recently, Monte volunteered for the
multi-day “Vermin Water Haul” in the Mojave Preserve, he camped out at the site and helped layout over a half
mile of hose in the July heat. As one of the newest SCBS “Area Captains”, Monte will be taking care of two
Desert Bighorn Sheep drinkers located in and adjacent to the Joshua Tree National Park. As “Area Captain”,
Monte will be visiting each of his sites twice per year to assess/report the condition. He will also be performing
light maintenance and recording information for CDFW’s scientific

purposes. Already, Mr. Hammer has been hard at work by braving the desert heat to scout and hike into the Little
Fargo Drinker. Monte reports low water level and heavy sheep use. He and a hiking partner dug out the drinker
box to allow flow from the tanks’ remaining water. They also dug out the collection pipe at the canyon’s dam
in case we are fortunate to be able to collect some monsoonal rain. Several needed repairs and access issues
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have been identified, Monte is planning a return trip and we are working on setting up a volunteer “work party”
for the more major repairs. SCBS wants to thank Mr. Hammer for all his hard work on behalf of the Desert
Bighorn Sheep. You can see some of Monte’s photography on our Facebook page, as he often shares some of
his beautiful images there. Monte brings a wealth of experience and a desire to protect and conserve our iconic
Bighorn Sheep .~~ Submitted by Scott Gibson, Area Captain Coordinator.

Cowboy Poetry – “ A Puppies Success”
They were puppies a way back then
Tails were waggin’ and nose to the wind
Whatever would move or scurry away
Was an item of chase that object of play
Whenever a person would whistle to come
They would snap to attention and come at a run
Then tuckered from ventures they would plop down to rest
‘Cause all through the day they had put things to test
Bugs had escaped them time and time again
With patience in stalking and nose to the wind
Curled up tightly fast asleep on their rug
I think while deep in their sleeping they have captured that bug.
By David R. Smith, SCBS Member / Board of Directors

Monthly Meeting
The SCBS Board of Directors meets at about 6:00 p.m. on the 2 nd Tuesday of each month in the conference room
at Bass Pro Shops, 7777 Victoria Gardens Lane, Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91730. You are invited to attend any
and all board meetings, to bring a friend, to visit, and, hopefully, to participate. Under the current social
distancing stay-at-home orders, check for changes in the schedule ahead of time. Recent meetings have been
held using the Zoom videoconferencing platform until Bass Pro allows social gatherings again

2020 SCBS Board of Directors
Terry Anderson
Bryan Cimarusti
Jeff Crouse
Scott Gibson
Stevan Hart
Jennifer Hinojosa
Mark LeCompte
Norm Lopez

760-408-7118
323-842-0024
760-680-9819
909-210-0548
714-323-4843
760-246-3115
661-904-3408
805-431-2824

Steve Marschke
David M’Greene
Mike Morgan
John Roy
Glenn Sudmeier
Gary Thomas
Dave Smith
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Emergency Water Haul to Big Gee on September 6, 2020

The SCBS crew filled up with water in Newberry Springs. The volunteers were: Jeff Crouse, Jennifer
Hinojosa, Andrew Pontius, Kim Pontius, Tom Batter (CDFW). 975-gallons of water delivered. The two vertical
tanks had just run out of water when the SCBS crew arrived and the 2300 gallon rain catcher tank only had 1inch of available water remaining. The 2300-gallon tank now has about 1300-gallons available for the sheep.
With the heavy bighorn sheep usage, this water should last until the end of September. SCBS is working to
organize another water haul before the tanks run dry. ~~ Submitted by Andrew Pontious

Other Important Contributions Everyone Should Know About
Butch Rhodes has coordinated 4 water hauls to the Newberry Guzzler this summer, topping it to full capacity
of 4000 gallons with the help of Doug Appel, Frank Rorabaugh, Dave Smith, Duke Doner, Billy Rhodes,
Carlos Gallinger, Dave Walker, Adam Munson and others. The Newberry Springs Community Center was
closed due to Covid (that was an unanticipated problem the first time), so the crew obtained water from a
generous local resident. Yes, the sheep are hitting this guzzler so frequently that more water will be needed.
John Maney and Andrew Pontius performed maintenance on the Big Gee’s satellite monitoring system on
July 21, 2020. They replaced a sensor and got that unit reporting properly again.
John Roy and Frank Rorabaugh drove to Madera, CA to retrieve new Raincatcher tanks from our supplier
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IRM and trailered them down to Southern California so we have new tanks available for upcoming projects.
Jeff Crouse and Jenny Hinojosa hauled 4600 gallons to the OMYA temporary tank on August 24. They
report vigorous use of this water by the local sheep in the Bristol Range. They have also been maintaining 9
drinker systems and some local springs including 2 systems in Furnace Canyon (San Bernardino Mtns), 3
systems within the OMYA Mine property including the Nancy Andrew Guzzler, 4 systems within the
Mitsubishi Mine, and 3 systems within the Specialty Minerals Mine property.
John Roy did all the footwork to research and acquire new tires and spares for our trailers. Apparently SCBS
was not using the correct type of tires for hauling which was exposed us to blowouts and safety concerns. And
he donated them!
Bob Burke is currently working on getting the Newberry Guzzler re-build project back on track.
Scott Gibson is talking to biologists on the Ft. Irwin Military Base about working with SCBS. Ft. Irwin noticed
the work SCBS has done with the Twentynine Palms Marine Base and is interested in our habitat work.
Norm Lopez has found a local business that will donate water hauling cubes to SCBS. Mike Morgan has
already made several trips to collect them – they’re FREE.

“Dome” Fire Destruction in Mojave National Preserve
On August 15, 2020, a lightning strike ignited a catastrophic fire on Cima Dome, near Teutonia Peak
which burned 43,773 acres as it spread outward from the strike zone and burned 68 square miles within the
Mojave National Preserve. The fire burned for more than a week and consumed one of the world’s largest Joshua
Tree forests, impacting 1.3 million Joshua Trees and destroying historic structures at the Kessler Springs Ranch
and Valley View Ranch. Available resources to battle the fire were limited because of the other simultaneous fire
events occurring within the State. Local fire crews were finally assisted by Hot Shots from Redding. This spanned
from the Ivanpah Mountains (east side) to the Lava Beds (west side) to the townsite of Cima (south side). The
Joshua trees, which took thousands of years to populate, are ill adapted to fire. A huge die off of vegetation is
anticipated, which will lead to environmental change as the area recovers. No big game guzzlers were affected
within the burn zone, but there may be water sources that will be impacted. This area was prime habitat for deer
and game birds, and possibly a transitional zone for wandering Rams. This fall, budget some extra time to perform
habitat work if you are spending some time in this area. Natural springs may benefit from clearing charred debris
to promote water flow that had been choked out by unchecked vegetation. It’s a great opportunity to make a
positive impact from a negative event.

Thank you for the Support of the Sheep Sheet
Most recipients of the Sheep Sheet receive it in digital form via email. However, there are still folks who prefer
the paper version. The May 2020 Sheep Sheet (paper version) was sent with an appeal for donations to offset the
costs of printing and mailing the hardcopy of the Sheep Sheet. Last year, the printing and mailing cost over
$700.00! We received a terrific response. A thank you to those who sent in donations: Gary Thorness, Everett
Tribbett, Ralph Manus, B.J Donnelly, Pearl Birchard-Adam, Leroy Trnavsky, Dr. Ronald Gabriel, Dr. Benjamin
Robson, Robert Whitehead Jr, Charlene Winkler, Willaim Gannon, Gary Waldron, Ron Vickrey, Leroy Lance
DDS, Scott Hubbard, Glenn Sudmeier, John Kemhadjian, Steve Lord, Phillip Lahr, Debra M. Ferry, Butch
Kuflak, Henry Forbes, Robert Benson, and Bernard Fiedeldey Jr. And thank you for all of you who made the
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switch from the hardcopy version to the digital email version, this also helps a lot.
~ your Editor, Debbie Miller Marschke

Upcoming project Announcement – New Guzzler Installation!
October 24 – 25, 2020
At the Castle Mountain Ventures (Viceroy) Mine
Early Sign Ups Are Requested
SCBS is partnering with Castle Mountain Ventures / Equinox Gold (formerly known as the Viceroy Mine)
to install a brand new guzzler system on the perimeter of their active mining operations. Due to the fact that the
mine is actively operating, we will only have access to the site on Saturday and Sunday. The mine has agreed to
use their heavy excavating equipment to prepare the guzzler location in advance, including leveling the rain mat
location and pre-excavating the holes for the tanks. This system will include 3 Raincatcher tanks. We will need
a large crew to be prepared to start work immediately on Saturday morning to get the tanks into the ground and
install the rain mat system. The crew will need to drive to the work site; carpooling can be arranged. We are
considering the possibility of hauling some water to the system (water supplied by the mine) on Sunday if time
permits. The Mine reports seeing at least 25 Bighorn Sheep currently residing around the mine property. Five
sheep were spotted by SCBS volunteers while inspecting the project site, as well as plentiful piles of droppings.
The habitat is choice with abundant vegetation and favorable geologic structure. This is a really great opportunity
to provide the one vital element to boost lamb recruitment: WATER!
Activities will include: raking and preparing the pad for the rain mat, unfolding and positioning the rain
mat, creating the outer edges of the rain mat by filling & placing sand bags on the edges, moving an placing rocks
of various sizes as needed (there are plenty of rocks here), preparing the holes for the RainCatcher tanks ( they
should be already roughly pre- excavated), working with a crew to move the tanks into place manually, burying
the tanks with dirt, assisting with plumbing the rain mat catchment dam with the tank system (any plumbers out
there want to help?), re-landscaping & clean up, and possibly hauling some water in cubes a short distance (to
be determined). If you are concerned about social distancing, you can bring your own gloves, mask, tools and
maintain proper separation from others.
The Castle Mountain Ventures / Equinox Gold site is located within the nearly formed Castle Mtn
Monument boundaries, on the Eastern perimeter of the Mojave National Preserve, near the California-Nevada
state line. Primary access to base camp and the mine will be using Walking Box Road which can be approached
either from Nipton, CA or Searchlight, NV. Walking Box Road is graded but noticeably wash boarded for at
least 15 miles; not recommended for RVs unless your RV can take that kind of abuse (suggestion: if you have to
have your city-street RV, consider making private arrangements in Searchlight and commute to the work site.
There is also a possible secondary camping spot closer to base camp along the wash boarded road that is better
suited for RVs than our base camp). Camp will be set up outside the mine property on BLM land and we will
need to be escorted through the Mine to the project site. This is beautiful country with lots of desert flora and
Joshua Trees; we will need to share the space that is available at base camp due to the abundant vegetation.
Rodger Lopez has already volunteered to cook and serve breakfast and dinner for the crew if enough people are
interested. If no one is interested, we will cancel his services.
More details and plans will be provided to those who sign up. Contact John and Linda Roy if you are
interested in participating in this exciting project: email preferred johnandlindaroy@yahoo.com ,
and if you don’t have email call 562-697-7232
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THE SOCIETY FOR THE CONSERVATION OF BIGHORN SHEEP
A California Non-Profit Organization is looking for:
Sportsmen and Conservationists who are concerned about our California Desert Bighorn sheep and who are willing to get involved to
make a difference. Be a part of history with our program to put bighorn sheep back in their historical ranges. The Society works with
the California Department of Fish and Game and the Bureau of Land Management in programs such as: sheep transplanting and
propagation; habitat improvement; wildlife census; research and development; and many more. If this sounds exciting and fulfilling to
you, then fill out the following application and join the Society for the Conservation of Bighorn Sheep today! Check our website at:

www.desertbighorn.org
**************************************************************************************

APPLICATION FOR MEMBERSHIP
SOCIETY FOR THE CONSERVATION OF BIGHORN SHEEP
Attn: SCBS Membership Chairman John Nelson
24925 Chicory Ct.
Stevenson Ranch, CA 91381
Name: _______________________________________________________________
Address: _____________________________________________________________
City: __________________________________ State: ______ Zip: ______________
Phone: (H) _________________________

(W) _____________________________

E-Mail Address (Optional): _______________________________________________
Make checks payable to: SCBS
Annual ………………$35.00/Year New _____ Renewal _____
Student (Full Time). $20.00/Year New _____
Life ………………….$300.00

New _____

Renewal _____
___option:3 Qtrly Pmt of ($100.00)

Corporate ………….$1000.00/Year
Enclosed is my Tax Deductible check for $_______ which includes my contribution of $________ to help you
support desert wildlife.
Please send me information on the Society’s desert water projects. Yes ___ No ____
Where did you hear about SCBS? __________________________________________
SCBS Sponsor: _________________________________________________________
************************************************************************
Application Received: ______
Funding Received: _______
Voted In: ______

Member Card Sent: ______
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Kelso Guzzler, Old Dad Mountains ~~Photo by Le Hayes
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